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ROOF TRAINING [Inclined surfaces] 
 
Roof training is designed to give you the knowledge and skills to safely work on inclined surfaces up to 
60-degree pitch angle. Training covers risk assessment procedures, equipment selection, methods of 
accessing the working surface, installation of anchor systems and work positioning using rope grabs 
(rope adjusters) and lanyards.  Designed to meet your Workplace Health & Safety obligations. 
 
Training is designed to be realistic and customised to suit your particular situation. 
 
Duration = 2 days nominal (valid for roofs up to 60 degree pitch angle) 
 
Cost = Please contact your trainer 
 
Enrolment = •Be at least 18 years of age 
  •Speak and understand the English language 
  •Fit and healthy for working at height (requires some degree of agility) 
 
Location = On-the-job or at site that provides realistic workplace conditions 
 
Equipment = Please contact your trainer direct to discuss your equipment requirements.  
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